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Magnetic domain structures of focused ion beam-patterned cobalt films
using scanning ion microscopy with polarization analysis

Jian Li and Carl Raua)

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rice Quantum Institute and Center for Nanoscience and Technology,
Rice University, Houston, Texas 77251

~Presented on 6 January 2004!

Studies of magnetic domain distributions in patterned magnetic materials are of pivotal importance
in the areas of ultrahigh density magnetic recording, MRAM design, and miniaturized magnetic
sensor arrays. Scanning ion microscopy with polarization analysis~SIMPA! is used to performin
situ topographic and magnetic domain imaging and focused ion beam~FIB! patterning. For
FIB-patterned 30 nm thick Co films, it is found that rectangular Co bars of sizes between 10–30mm
exhibit S type, whereas circular shaped magnetic elements showC type micromagnetic
magnetization patterns. It is shown that SIMPA provides a simple way to directly identify different
micromagnetic domain patterns. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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Quite recently, studies of magnetic domains and m
netic domain walls have received great attention, not o
because of their theoretical and experimental interes
studying a wealth of fundamental magnetization structu
that emerge when one dimension of the sample is of
order of the bulk Bloch wall thickness, but also because
their pivotal importance for the development of highly s
phisticated magnetic devices. Presently, nano- and mic
sized magnetic elements are being explored for their pra
cal use for ultrahigh density magnetic storage, for magn
reading and writing heads and for magnetic sensor arr
Central to the exploration of these magnetic elements is
study of the mechanism of magnetization reversal via
formation of distinct magnetic domain and domain w
structures. Strong theoretical and experimental efforts are
ing made to explore these structures, which are often ba
on soft magnetic materials, such as polycrystalline Co
NiFe.1–7

In their study to explain switching field fluctuations o
patterned magnetic elements, Zheng and Zhu7 reported on
two remanent magnetization patterns of a Co element,
called C and S states, which possess different switchi
fields and switching behavior. Shi and Tehrani8 found that
during the magnetization reversal of patterned NiFeCo st
tures, edge-pinned states are formed which possess a
creased switching field. Schabes and Bertram9 reported on
curling states, such as flower states and vortex states. F
recent review on magnetization patterns of thin-film e
ments, we refer to an article by Rave and Hubert.4

At present, there are no direct measurements of the m
netization distribution ofC andS states, where the directio
of the magnetization changes continuously. They were ei
predicted from micromagnetic computer simulations or in
rectly deduced from magnetic measurements.3,4
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We note that these different magnetic structures dep
strongly on the material and shape, size, thickness and c
tallographic microstructure of the magnetic elements. The
fore, it is advantageous not only to employ experimen
methods that are able to detect changes of the vectorial
entation and magnitude of the magnetization at the surfac
the elements, but also their surface topographic struct
Using scanning ion microscopy with polarization analy
~SIMPA!, we have already reported on the pinning of ma
netic domains at surface defects that are directly visible
the topographical images obtained from the i
microscope.10 In SIMPA, a focused ion beam is scanne
across a magnetic or nonmagnetic surface of a sample c
ing the ion-induced emission of spinpolarized or no
spinpolarized electrons. The magnitude and orientation of
spin polarizationP of the ion-induced, emitted electrons
directly proportional to the magnitude and orientation of t
magnetization of the local surface area probed by the focu
ion beam. A magnetic image of the surface is then obtai
by rastering the ion beam across the magnetic surface.

Here, we report on the investigation of the magne
structure ofC andSstates obtained at surfaces of 30 nm th
patterned, polycrystalline Co elements.

30 nm thick Co films are evaporated by using electr
beam evaporation at a rate of 0.03 nm/s on Si~100! substrates
as described elsewhere.11 The Co/Si~100! samples are then
inserted in a ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! chamber, where the
longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr~MOKE! effect is studied.
From all samples studied so far, we find perfectly squ
magnetic hysteresis loops with a coercivity field of 14.8 O
No change of size and shape of the square loops is obse
upon rotation of the sample around the surface norm
which indicates the presence of zero or randomly orien
magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to the very good polycr
talline nature of the Co films.

Subsequently, the samples are transferredin situ from
the MOKE chamber to the SIMPA microscope,10 which is
located in an UHV chamber operating in the low 10210mbar
il:
7 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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region. This chamber houses a scanning, microfocu
~minimum spot size: 35 nm! 6–30 keV Ga1 ion beam facil-
ity, which is used to scan magnetic and nonmagnetic surfa
to induce the emission of secondary electrons from
sample surface. By using an extraction lens system an
Mott detector, the orientation and magnitude of the spin
larization P of the emitted electrons is analyzed in order
obtain images of magnetic domains and domain walls. T
SIMPA technique offers some unique advantages comp
to many other magnetic imaging techniques, because o
capability to produce vectorial maps of the surface magn
zation by directly measuring the spatially resolved vec
orientation and magnitude ofP, which is a characteristic o
the surface magnetization.10 For fast adjustment of imaging
parameters and precise location of surface areas to be
aged, a conventional electron detector is used to display
pographic images on a TV monitor at TV rates. For furth
details, we refer to Refs. 10 and 12.

Rectangular, square and disk shaped magnetic elem
of sizes between 10 and 30mm are fabricated by ion beam
milling. The magnetic structure can then immediately
studiedin situ by using SIMPA.10 For SIMPA imaging, typi-
cal ion currents are in the range of 0.1 nA or less, wher
for ion beam milling typical currents are in the nA range.

FIG. 1. Magnetic domain image~size: 200mm3140 mm! of the surface of
a 30 nm thick Co/Si~100! film with a magnetic element of size 30mm321
mm created by ion beam milling and color wheel in the lower left part of
figure.
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Figure 1 shows a magnetic domain image of the surf
of a 30 nm thick Co/Si~100! film. Before magnetic imaging
the sample is demagnetized and a 30mm321 mm size mag-
netic element with rounded edges is created by ion be
etching. The white frame around the magnetic element r
resents an image of the zero polarizationP of electrons emit-
ted from the Si~100! substrate. The colors in the image re
resent different orientations of the in-plane polarizationP as
given by the color wheel~see inset in Fig. 1!. The local
distribution ofP vectors is shown by white arrows. In orde
to obtain a clear plot of theP vectors and to account fo
statistical fluctuations in the electron count rates,P is first
averaged over four nearest neighbors and then only e
sixteenthP vector is plotted, thereby reducing the density
P vectors by a factor of 64. Clearly visible in the image is
180° domain wall dividing the red and green shaped are
The continuous rotation of theP vectors by 180° can be
easily seen.

Figure 2 shows an enlarged image of the magnetic
ment shown in the center of Fig. 1. Here, the density of thP
vectors is reduced by a factor of 16 in order to give a cl
plot. From this plot, the existence of a magneticS state is
clearly visible. We note that suchS states are also found in
many similar shaped magnetic elements of sizes betwee
and 30mm and aspect ratios close to 0.707.

FIG. 2. Enlarged magnetic image of the ion beam created magnetic ele
of size 30mm321 mm.
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Figure 3 shows a magnetic image of a circular magn
element~20 mm diameter! created by ion beam milling from
a 30 nm thick Co/Si~100! film. Before imaging, the elemen
is first created by ion beam etching and then magnetize
saturation and then brought to the remanent state. ThC
shaped magnetization configuration can be easily seen
the green shaped~upper left part of Fig. 3! and brown shaped
~lower left part of Fig. 3! part of the image. In order to obtai
a clear plot, the density of the blueP vectors is reduced by a
factor of 16, thereby making theC state easily visible. Here
the color wheel~see lower left part of Fig. 1! is slightly
rotated to allow for simplified identification of theC state.

We note that, from our SIMPA experiments, vortex a
antivortex states are also found, which will be report
elsewhere.12

We have performed zero-temperature, micromagn
simulations by using theOOMMF code.13 As parameters for
the various, 10–30mm-sized magnetic elements of Co w
used for the exchange constantA51.55merg/cm, and for the

FIG. 3. Magnetic domain image of a circular~20 mm diameter! Co element,
which was obtained after creating the element by ion beam milling
subsequently magnetizing the sample to saturation and then bringing
the remanent state. For this image, the color wheel~see lower left part of
Fig. 1! is slightly rotated to enable a simplified identification of theC state.
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saturation magnetizationMs51414 emu/cm3.14 As clearly
indicated from the results of our MOKE data, the magne
crystalline anisotropy constantK can be set to zero. From
these simulations, only multi-domain and no quasistableSor
C states could be generated.

In conclusion, we have shown that micromagnetic co
figurations such asS andC states exist in focused ion bea
patterned, high quality, polycrystalline, 30 nm thick C
Si~100! films. The experiments give clear evidence th
SIMPA provides an excellent means to study micromagn
configurations. The measured vectorial maps of the surf
magnetization of the Co samples allow a detailed obse
tion of magnetic domains and domain walls. The disagr
ment between the experimental findings and the numer
computations points to the fact that surface irregularities
crystal defects should be included in micromagnetic cal
lations in order to predict realistic magnetization patte
occurring during various stages of the magnetic treatm
~saturation, demagnetization, reversal of magnetization! of
magnetic samples. This is in agreement with Aharoni,15 who
proposed that crystal imperfections should be included
realistic micromagnetic calculations. We note that, at pres
there is no experimental information available on the infl
ence of a possible damage at the edges of the elem
caused by ion beam milling, which could affect the doma
structure.

The authors are very grateful to J. Shi and D. Wu of t
University of Utah for providing Co samples.
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